Complete the worksheet using the correct comparative or superlative.

1) The blue and yellow T-shirt is _________________ than the black T-shirt.
   a) bad   b) plainer   c) more colourful

2) Hats are _________________ than tights but tights are ____________.
   a) good   b) more comfortable   c) softer

3) Jeans are _________________ than socks.
   a) cheaper   b) expensive   c) more expensive

4) Girls usually have ____________ and ____________ clothes than boys.
   a) fancier   b) plainer   c) brighter

5) Boys usually wear ____________ clothes than girls.
   a) large   b) larger   c) largest

6) ____________ sweaters feel ____________ than tight trousers.
   a) more comfortable   b) looser   c) worst

7) Enny is ____________ dresser but Stephen is ____________.
   a) better   b) the best   c) the worst